
WITH SANICLEAN
A disinfection / sanitization system for 

the disinfection / sanitization of a 
vacuum health system and / or the 

environment surrounding the vacuum 
health system.

Take control of the air you breathe, improve your
health with air quality knowledge and forecasting

By eliminating everything that carries 
bacteria and viruses

check the air quality and the amount of 
ozone after using SANICLEAN



DESCRIPTION 
Device for internal sanitation of a toilet by means of automatic air \ ozone mixing 
by dragging air ozone from the washing water system.

The ozone production device is activated by a pneumatic impulse given by a push 
button, the impulse activates a microswitch that feeds the ozonator, the air is 
sucked by a micro ejector placed on the washing water line which mixes with 

ozone and proceeds disinfection of wet surfaces.

ADVATANTAGES
✓ Immediate disinfection of wet and dry surfaces 

by contact with ozone
✓ Immediate sanitation of the air in the toilet area
✓ Important odor elimination
✓ Elimination of pathogens
✓ Quick dissolution in the environment

ED E’ NUOVO BREVETTO 
PER SANITRADE

Subject of a patent issued by the 
Ministry of Economic Development



WHY USE SANICLEAN
The system can be applied to all vacuum toilet models both in the 

assembly phase of new toilets thanks to the small size and direct 
connections, and in the updating phase for installed toilets.

The hydraulic and electrical wiring of the system is very simple, it is 
necessary to intervene on the toilet washing supply line and electrically 

power the ozonator arranged in a special box.

No placement constraints
No power supply to the toilet

Power supply suitable for the voltage available on board.

Disinfection with Ozone O3 is among the most reliable and effective 

solutions on the market today.
Ozone O3 is rapidly dissolving and does not involve polluted residues

The solution with O3 is easy to control and immediate reactivity.
No polluting traces are left or released on surfaces and in the 

environment.

To the good reasons above, we can once again highlight the easy 
implementation of the system.


